A running example
Consider a scenario that will be used throughout the rest of this paper. A user is interested in finding weather information regarding Taiwan's cities from the Internet. Specifically the user would like to have the request P, answered. Three data sources pertaining to city weather are listed below, where readers should note that Taipei, Koushung, Taichung, and Tainan are assumed to be all of Taiwan's major cities (Table 1) . Table 1 A user request and three data sources.
The mathematical simplicity and uniformity of a relation, such as R,-R 3 , makes it possible to characterize its content intensionally. According to the Entity-Relationship model (Chen, 1976) , a relation can be conceived as a collection of entities and attribute values where entities play the role of indicating existence of certain objects in the real world and attributes play a different role of providing descriptions for those entities. To concentrate discussions, we are only concerned about entity coverage but not attribute coverage in this paper. Every relation should have at least one key-identifying attribute, embodying the existence of certain objects, according to the unique entity integrity rule underlying the relational theory (Date, 1986) . This property renders a representational alternative based upon the notion of intensionality, which is fundamentally different from the notion of extensionality; namely, enumerating the relation as a collection of extensional instances. For example, we can characterize R, intensionally below if that's what R,'s key attribute, Cityname, is supposed to be populated with. Likewise, R 2 and R 3 can also be characterized in the same way. * R, contains {Major cities in Taiwan}, characterized intensionally. * R, contains {Taipei, Koushung, Taichung, Tainan}, characterized extensionally. Being that case, there is however one semantic gap pointed out by (Kent, 1978) regarding the two different notions of cities.
* The real set of existing major cities in Taiwan. * The set of Taiwan's major cities currently represented in each data source. To bridge this gap, we note that though data sources R,-R 3 all contain information about Taiwan's major cities, the degree with respect to the real existing set that each individual source covers is unclear given the current descriptions. This point triggers the need to add coverage degree to the description of each individual data source, as the following literal statements demonstrate.
RI: Contains all of the major cities in Taiwan. R2:
Contains most of the major cities in Taiwan. R3:
Contains some of the major cities in Asia. The diversity of source content doesn't end up there. Let's consider other literal statements describing a range of data sources found on the Internet, of which most are real data sources. R 4 : Contains more than 3 major cities in Taiwan.
Rs: Contains more than 1/2 of the major cities in Taiwan. R 6 :
Contains 2 major cities for every country located in Asia. The above characterization for R,-R 6 represent the case that the entities contained in each source are quantified toward the real set of existing major cities in Taiwan. They illustrate a sufficient condition for entities that might appear in each data source. Unsurprisingly, data sources that can only be asserted in the form of necessary condition have the equal chance to occur as those in sufficient conditions. R 7 -R 12 illustrate this point. It is useful to note that, unlike sufficient conditions, necessary conditions are quantified toward the set of entities within the data source itself, not the existing entities (e.g., major cities in Taiwan) in the real world. Readers are invited to pay special attention to R6 and R,2 because they constitute the two most challenging cases that highlight the superiority of our proposed language.
R7: All of the contained are major cities in Taiwan. R 8 :
Most of the contained are major cities in Taiwan. R 9 :
Some of the contained are major cities in Taiwan. RIO:
More than 3 of the contained are major cities in Taiwan. Rl 1 :
More than 1/2 of the contained are major cities in Taiwan.
Most of the contained are major cities in Asia, most of which are in Taiwan.
Importance of quantifiers
In the case that there is a universally quantified data source about major cities in Taiwan like RI, answering P can be performed in a very effective fashion. To see that, let R,(x) be a predicate that is assigned true if x is in RI, and U, the domain x ranges over, be the real set of Taiwan's major cities, then the following inference rule deduces that the particular city 'Taipei' can always be found in RI. In other words, RI is guaranteed to be able to answer P 1 . Such a data source is said to have completeness knowledge (Etzioni, Golden, and Weld, 1994, Motro, 1989 ) with respect to a scope. {U = the existing set of Taiwan cities, x eU, VxR,(x)} -> R, ("Taipei") or {U = the existing set of things, x EU, Vx (Taiwan_city(x)=> R,(x))} --R,("Taipei")l Data sources with completeness knowledge are undeniably effective for answering users' queries in the form of intensional reasoning. However, as other data sources suggest, establishing completeness knowledge with respect to the real world is not common. In most cases, data sources, as R 2 exemplifies, only contain incomplete knowledge. There are problems when asserting incomplete data sources with quantifiers other than the traditional universal and existential quantifiers if the rudimentary semantics of quantifiers are not well handled. Consider R2 as an example. U = the existing set of things, x E U, Most x (Taiwan_city(x) > R 2 (x))
The above characterization of R 2 is a wrong one. In fact as argued by (Sher, 1991) , any generalized quantifiers (e.g., most, more-than-3, more-than-1/2, less-than-1/3 and etc. ) will fail when they are intended to operate with logical conditional. The explanation in the context of this particular assertion is as follows. Suppose that the universe U is {, X, gi, v, o, p, T, ~, y}, and the corresponding truth table is as listed in Table 2 . It is clear that Most x(Taiwan city(X) > R 2 (X)) should be true because most elements out of the universe (e.g., six out of eight elements)
In this paper, z> denotes logical conditional and H-> denotes logical implication (deduction). turn out to be true for the whole assertion. But obviously it should be false because there are more elements (e.g., p and ) that are in Taiwan_city(x) but not in R 2 (X), than those are (i.e., ). There is a logical fallacy here. In other words, the whole assertion is true not because most of Taiwan's major cities are in R2, but because most things in the universe are not Taiwan's major cities. The impact is that although in reality only R 2 contains most of the Taiwan's major cities, this assertion is, however, mistakenly true for R 3 -R 6 . Note however that the assertion for R,; namely, Vx(Taiwan_city(x) > R, (x)), doesn't involve this logical problem, mainly because of the particularity of the universal quantifier. This logical fallacy being present, we have a situation where for those data sources that can only be asserted by generalized quantifiers, the semantics of logical conditional must be re-examined. We will address this issue in Section 3 where we follow a research line that has been rather successful in providing a coherent explanation of semantics of generalized quantifiers through the set-theoretical view.
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Paper organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review and revise some important tools required to build our representation language. It covers topics from description logic, quantification function, and generalized quantifiers. Section 3 is devoted to finding a means to incorporate generalized quantifiers into DL to come up with a powerful, yet semantically consistent, language. The syntax and semantics of the assertion language will be presented there. We use the source examples R,-R12 to show that the language is rather expressive relative to other systems purely based on description logic. Also contained in this section are a set of mathematical properties that are shown to hold for our language. In Section 4, we discuss the applications and potential implications of our proposed language and lay out a set of factors affecting its computational behaviors.
MECHANISM
Three tools constitute the key elements of our representation system. They are description logic for representing scope differences, generalized quantifiers for representing size differences, and quantification functions for uniformly explicating the semantics of quantifiers. These are presented in the context of the aforementioned source examples.
Description Logic
Description Logic (DL), also known as terminological logic, is strongly related to frame-like languages and has been used as a formalism underlying various knowledge representation systems, such as ARGON (Patel-Schnider, Brachman, and Levesque, 1984) , KL-ONE (Brachman and Schmolze, 1985) , KRYPTON (Brachman, Fikes, and Levesque, 1983) , and LOOM (MacGregor and Bates, 1987) . Recently there have been efforts applying DL in the database field (Anwar, Beck, and Navathe, 1992 , Borgida and Brachman, 1993 , Beneventano, Bergamanschi, and Lordi, 1994 , Borgida, Brachman, and McGuinness, 1989 , Beck, Gala, and Navathe, 1989 , Borgida, 1995 , Bresciani, 1995 , Bresciani, 1996 , Bergmschi and Sartori, 1992 , Devanbu, 1993 , Kessel, Rousselot, Schlick, and Stem, 1995 , mainly because of the capabilities that are considered fundamental in semantic data modeling such as structural description and taxonomic classification (Hull and King, 1987) are inherently equipped within DL. Structural constructors pivotal within DL are concept, individual, and role where an individual represents a single object, a concept is a collection of individuals, and a role is a relation associating a pair of concepts or individuals. A new concept can be defined by conjoining concepts that are already defined or by adding role restriction and numeric quantifier restriction to a defined concept (Calvanese, Lenzerini, and Nardi, 1992 , Hollunder and Baader, 1994 , MacGregor, 1994 ). DL's clean syntax (e.g., dot operator and set connectives) comprises of a set of syntactic constructors for complex DL expressions to be formulated, which basically represent classification and subsumption relations among concepts Systems built on DL usually have two components called T-box (Terminological box) and ABox (Assertion box) (Brachman, Fikes, and Levesque, 1983, Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1996) . The former box functions like noun-phrase terms that can be referenced while interacting with the system, and the latter functions like propositional sentences that relate the terminological objects in T-box. This separation enormously influences subsequent research on system integration and knowledge representation (Arens, Chee, Hsu, and Knoblock 1993 , Knoblock, Yigal, and Hsu, 1994 , Levy, Srivastava, and Kirt, 1995 , Mays, Tyler, McCuire, and Schlossberg, 1987 . In our approach, terms appearing in T-box, including individuals, concepts, and roles, correspond respectively to the instance names, target concepts, and concept characteristics. Assertions stored in A-box are to describe the content of each data source by referring to the terms in T-box. Each data source is linked to a target concept, which is characterized by a set of roles and corresponding concepts in T-Box (see Table 3 ).
The instance name 'Taipei' appearing in P can be modeled as an individual of the concept, City. A concept schema for City, which echoes the notion of source characteristics, can be written as El, where THING, denoted as I, is the top primitive concept built into the system. The target concept City is characterized by two primitive concepts, Region and Status through respectively the roles Located and Legal. The data source Ro is linked to the concept schema as in E 2 2 where Located:Taiwan corresponds to the Filler operations in DL. Note that the two universal quantifiers appearing in El represents role restriction, which in this case restricts the values related to the individuals in City through the roles Located and Legal be drawn from only Region and Status respectively.
T-box:
Taiwan e Region Asia E Region World E Region Major E Status Capital E Status Non-capital E Status Minor E Status Town E Status Legal_city E Status City_town E Status E,:
City C I n VLocated.Regionn VLegal.Status
A-box:
E2:
Ro rc City n Located:Taiwan n Legal:Major Table 3 An example of T-box and A-box.
From first-order logic point of view, a concept in DL is a unary predicate and a role is a binary predicate drawing domains from two concepts. Role restriction and subsumption relations are defined on the model-theoretical semantics where a concept C, subsumes another concept C 2 just in case the extension of C 2 is a subset, not necessarily proper, of the extension of C, for unary predicates (Borgida, 1995) . Role subsumption is defined the same way for binary predicates. The following Table 4 (Patel-Schneider and Swartout, 1993) summarizes the syntax and modeltheoretical semantics of DL's constructs relevant to this paper. Since the semantics of DL is based upon the model-theoretical view, subsumption in DL therefore has a strong synergy with the idea of logical conditional. In other words, the following characterizations between the two concepts should all be considered equivalent (Baader, 1996) . <DL perspective -subsumption>:
Syntax input Syntax abstract Semantics
Following the above analysis, we can actually re-write E, and E 2 in a more logic-like form (Baader, 1996) . For instance, let U be the universe from which all individuals (i.e., A) are drawn, E3 and E 4 rewrite E, and E 2 respectively into the form of first-order logic. Logically, E 3 and E 4 should be evaluated time-invariantly true in the system if they are meant be equivalent with El and E 2 .
E 3 : Vx City(x) => (THING(x) A (Vy Located(x, y) => Region(y)) A (Vz Legal(x, z) = Status(z)) E4: Vx Ro(x) => (City (x) A Located(x, Taiwan) A Legal(x, Major)) Concerning the role Located in E4, it says that the city x is located in the region Taiwan. Supposing that every city located in Taiwan is also located in Asia, which is in actuality true, then it is valid to replace the predicate Located(x,Taiwan) with Located(x,Asia) and the whole assertion still remains true. This point actually has some impacts on the problem of answering queries because if a request is asking for cities located in Taiwan, then a data source containing Asian cities should also be considered as a plausible data source for answering that request. In light of this relationship, those individuals within a concept with this property are organized into a hierarchy where the constraint of inverse role subsumption (Calvanese, Lenzerini, and Nardi, 1992) should hold among levels of individuals. For example, all cities in Taiwan are in Asia, and all cities in Asia are in the world all the way but not vice verse (see Figure 1) . We call such relationship between two individuals a role individual subsumption relationship, which is denoted as T.
<Role individual subsumption> t(Taiwan, Asia), (Asia, World) t(Capital, Major), (Non-Capital, Major), T(Major, Legal_City), (Minor, Legal_City), (Legal_City, City_town), (Town, City_town) 
Quantification function
Universal and existential quantifiers, though typical in traditional logic, are atypical in human language. A lot of knowledge that prevail in worldly usage can only be stated in an imprecise form (Westerstahl, 1989) , as our previous source examples indicate. Accordingly, allowing generalized quantifiers to be used in source assertions will be of great practical value. To accomplish that goal begs for a fundamental question needed to be investigated as to the nature of quantifiers. In other words, what is a quantifier? Historical studies in mathematical logic provided a clue to unfold this question. According to an influential work about quantifiers (Frege, 1968) , Frege contended that a quantifier Q, is a second-level object that takes the first-level logical predicate object as input and returns either truth or falsity, where the truth value depends only on the size of the extension satisfying the first-level predicate. Namely, every formula Q,(IQ) is associated with a quantification functionf,: P(U) --{True, False}, where P(U) is the power set of U. The function f is assigned true if the model F of the logical formula 1D satisfies the cardinality relation specified by Q,, and is assigned false otherwise. In other words, the logic formula Q,(() is true if and only iff t (F) True. Let's see how the conventional universal and existential quantifiers can be defined on this basis. Again U denotes the universe of discourse.
fv ( A quantification function can also be encoded as a pair (y, a) such that y+ = , where a is the size of the universe, y is the size of the model F for c, and 13 is the size of the complement of F.
The beauty of Frege's characterization of quantifiers is that it provides a uniform treatment of quantifiers using only cardinal numbers. Mostowski, following the same course, laid out a mathematical foundation for generalized quantifiers based on quantification functions in his seminal paper (Mostowski, 1957) . Some generalized quantifiers that frequently come across in human's language follow, out of which we will assume that the literal term "Most" is interpreted as "more than 2/3" of the set in question. Given the above quantification functions available, we can describe the contents of R 2 -R 6 using quantification functions. We can see that those data sources such as R 2 -R 6 , which can only be existentially quantified in traditional logic, are now differentiated in a finer manner through their associated quantification functions.
Ri: quantifier Qv with the quantification functionfv R2: generalized quantifier QMOSt with the quantification functionfMOst R3: quantifier Q3 with the quantification functionf 3 R4: generalized quantifier Q> 3 with the quantification functionf,,> 3 Rs,: generalized quantifier QMore-than-l/2 with the quantification fnctionfMorehanl_ 2 R 6 : quantifier Qv and generalized quantifier Q=2 with the quantification functionsf, andf=2
Generalized quantifiers
Mostowski's original and rigorous work inspired immense intellectual interests on the logical and algebraic properties of generalized quantifiers, and since then has spawned a line of elegant theory for researching the nature of generalized quantifiers (Barwise and Cooper, 1981 , Benthem, 1982 , Sher, 1991 . One important result that is of our great interest here is that generalized quantifiers fail for logical conditional (i.e., =) as we mentioned in Section 1.3 about the "Most" quantifier. Barwise (Barwise and Cooper, 1981) , aiming at that problem, proposed a rudimentarily different perspective in studying generalized quantifiers. He dismissed the perspective that a quantifier is a logical symbol and switched to view quantifiers as noun phrases. In brevity, Barwise considered a traditional quantifier as a determiner, and it must be supplemented with a set expression to compose an operative quantifier (see Figure 2) . Therefore, the meanings of determiners like 'Most' or 'More than 3' are open unless the sets to be modified by these determiners are given. The following syntax and semantics illuminate Barwise's stance, where again U denotes the universe of discourse. {AcUI AnB >n} Generalized quantifiers, though potentially promising to the database management area, have been surprisingly under-explored. Recently, there are two works related to this area, (Hsu and Parker, 1995) and (Quantz, 1992) . The former paper made an attempt to demonstrate the value of adding generalized quantifiers into traditional terminological logic in the domain of biology (i.e., bound anaphora), in particular on the issue of referential representation for object disambiguation (Quantz, Schmitz, and Kussner, 1994) . The latter paper showed the usefulness of generalized quantifiers in query formulation and proposed an approach to extending SQL with the ability to process generalized quantifiers.
Barwise's conception of generalized quantifiers' for resolving the case of logical conditional allow us to write down the assertions of those data sources for which generalized quantifiers are needed. However, readers can note that the contents of R 6 and R 12 still cannot be uttered within Barwise's framework. The reason can be attributed to, as Sher criticized in (Sher, 1991 ), Barwise's dismissal of quantifiers as logical symbols. According to Mostowski, a quantifier should be formula-building and enable us to construct propositions. Namely, syntactically quantifiers must allow us to bind free variables appearing in their attached formulas to generate more complex formulas. In that regard, Barwise's forsaking generalized quantifiers as logical symbols makes it difficult to syntactically formulate propositions that involve first-order logic variable (e.g., R 6 ) or involve more than two formulas both containing generalized quantifiers (e.g., R,12). It is thus fair to say that Barwise's work, though useful in forwarding a consistent approach to handling logical conditional with generalized quantifiers, actually loses some compositional expressiveness. This motivates us to seek a language that still maintains the spirit of Barwise's conception of generalized quantifiers and yet is inter-operable with first-order logic formula so that source contents such as R 6 and R 12 can be expressed.
Ri: Qv ({Major cities in Taiwan}, RI) R2:
QMost ({Major cities in Taiwan}, R2) R 3 :
Q3 ({Major cities in Taiwan}, R3)
Q2 3 ({Major cities in Taiwan}, R4) R5:
QMore-than-1/2 ({Major cities in Taiwan}, R 5 ) R6:
??? R7:
Qv (R 7 , {Major cities in Taiwan}) Rg:
QMO.t (R8, {Major cities in Taiwan}) R9:
Q (R9, {Major cities in Taiwan}) Rio:
Q 3 (R,,, {Major cities in Taiwan})
RI,:
QMore-than-1/2 (Rll, {Major cities in Taiwan}) Rl2: ???
EMBED GENERALIZED QUANTIFIERS IN DL
In spite of our heavy drawing upon description logic and Barwise's program of generalized quantifiers, there are however difficulties in using them to represent certain types of data sources. For description logic, one difficulty rests upon the observation that DL is better suited for representing integrity knowledge, but not for representing completeness knowledge. The other difficulty is, as pointed out by (Quantz, 1992) , description logic can only assert properties of objects in a set, but not properties of the set itself as an object. In our city example, whereas it is easy to say 'All cities in the data source R are Taiwan's major cities', it is awkward to say 'All (Most, More-than-n, More-than-1/2) of those Taiwan's major cities are in R' or 'Most (Morethan-n, More-than-1/2) of those that are in R are Taiwan's major cities'. Barwise's generalized quantifiers arises to remedy this deficiency. Yet his limited view excludes the possibility of having traditional first-order logic variables as part of the formulas that generalized quantifiers are associated with. Targeting at those difficulties, we accordingly propose our solution in more formal detail in this section.
Limit of prior work
One problem about DL concerns its awkwardness in representing sufficient conditions, and due to that reason completeness knowledge is difficult to be asserted. Let's examine the problems when trying to use DL to assert RI's content, which has complete knowledge about major cities in Taiwan. Three possible alternatives are shown in E-E,, which are all unfeasible due to the following explanations. E 5 is not describing what R contains because it only says that all those in R1 are Taiwan's major cities, which is essentially a kind of integrity knowledge as opposed to completeness knowledge. It is the former kind of knowledge because the semantics of Defineprimitive-concept enforce that the extension of the left-hand side is a subset of the extension of the right-hand side. It is therefore tempting to choose E6 instead using the DL primitive Define-concept, since now the set of Taiwan's major cities are contained in R,. Yet E 6 is still an awkward characterization because it is an overstatement in the sense that the primitive " 3" also implies necessary condition, which is untrue because R, also covers some US cities. The final attempt may be to put City at the left-hand side as E 7 . This alternative still doesn't work because in this case R must have been defined somewhere by City, which inevitable will cause a definitional cycle (Baader, 1990) . In other words, while "C" represents necessary condition and "[ ]" represents equivalency, it is unclear how sufficient condition alone can be stated in a natural way in DL. As a consequence, it is awkward, if not impossible, using DL to express complete data sources. In that regard, a logical alternative, as E shows, outperforms DL and allows completeness knowledge to be represented. The other problem about DL is its inability to represent other quantifiers besides the existential quantifier for describing properties at the set level. Although numeric quantifier restrictions are equipped within DL, which look like generalized quantifiers, they however can only be applied to the objects of a concept through role restriction (Baader, 1996) . Consider the following E9 as an example, which says 'all graduate courses must be taken by at least 3 students'. E shows the logical representation for E 9 . That statement is essentially distinct from another statement 'there are more than 3 of such courses' as stated by E, using generalized quantifiers. Accordingly, we can note that numeric quantifier restriction in DL can be used to specify properties only for the existential case at the set level, and only for the universal case at the object level. In other words, DL basically, in this paper's context, allows us to say 'There are some cities with respect to the real world in a data source R such that each of which holds the property P (e.g., cities located in Taiwan)'. Yet it is awkward, if not impossible, to say 'All (Most, More-than-n, More-than-1/2) of those that hold the property P are in a data source R' or 'Most (More-than-n, More-than-1/2) of those that are in a data source R hold the property P'. The discussions so far suggest that there are representational benefits to be gained if generalized quantifiers are incorporated into DL. Yet means must be sought to avoid Barwise's syntactic limit such that R 6 involving first-order logic variable and R 2 involving more than one applications of generalized quantifiers can also be expressed.
An expressive language
In general, Barwise considered that for any quantifier Q, the formula Q(A's, B's) is a settheoretical relation between A and B, where explicates that relation through its quantification function f. We can embed this notion into description logic by defining a new operator , , where again a is the cardinality of the model satisfying A( x ; x, xi), and y is the cardinality of the model satisfying both A and B'. We can note that the mapping between the operator --and Barwise's form of generalized quantifiers is always valid because the only free variable in A and B is x, which guarantees that the generalized quantifier QT is applied to two sets of the same sort. In this case, the two sets are composed of only unary tuples. Given that semantic correspondence, our approach is advantageous compared with Barwise's approach in two ways. Firstly, first-order variables quantified by traditional universal and existential quantifiers are now allowed within the premise and consequence predicates that build up the formula involving generalized quantifiers.
Secondly, we can now consider A(x ; x, -xi) -Q B( x ; y, -yj) as a regular first-order atomic formula, which can be connected via traditional logical connectives, such as conjunction, disjunction, and negation 3 , to construct more complex formulas. The reason for the second advantage is that the formula A( x ; xl -xi) -Q B( x; y 1~y j), although behaving in the sense of set relation from within the parentheses, is of pure logical sense from the view outside the parentheses (i.e., the interpretation space of the whole sentence is still {truth, falsity}). We now 3 In this paper, A denotes logical conjunction, v denotes logical disjunction, and -denotes logical negation.
show how this approach can express the contents of R,-R,, 2 . Again, readers can pay special attention to R 6 and R 12 because they support respectively the first and second advantages. 
We now define more formally, through the notions of well-formed formula and logical satisfaction, the syntax and semantics of our language combining both traditional universal and existential quantifiers and generalized quantifiers. <Definition 1>: An assertion E is a well-formed formula (wff) in our language Q provided that:
(a) If E is in the set of first-order wffs expressed in DL form, then e is in . (d) If £ doesn't satisfy any of the above, then e is not in 2. <Definition 2>: A wff e in our language Q2 is said to be true with the model F provided that:
(a) All first-logic formulas are true under F. is not true if any of the above is not true. Definition 1 and 2 concern respectively the syntax and semantics of our proposed language. It is clear from the definitions that our language differs from other DL-based languages primarily in the addition of the term A( x ; x, xi) ->Q, B( x ; y , -yj), which essentially achieves the capability of generalized quantifiers we intend to capture in our language. The proposed language being defined as such, there are two questions that we need to investigate. The first question pertains to the syntactic transformation of formulas, and the second question pertains to the deductibility of a set of formulas. Both questions are fundamental to the studying of logical languages (Enderson, 1971) , and are discussed in the format of theorems organized into three related groups in the next sub-section.
Properties
The first group of theorems 4 consider two aspects, one being the relations of equivalency and implication between traditional quantifiers and their corresponding representations using our formalism, and the other being the transformability of the formulas in our language into Prenex Normal Form (i.e., all first-order quantifier symbols are left to other symbols). The significance of the following theorems can be illustrated from Theorem 1.3 and 1.4, which say that between the 'maximal' (i.e., universal quantifier) and the 'minimal' quantifier (i.e., existential quantifier), there are actually other non-traditional (i.e., generalized) quantifiers between these two extreme cases. In the context of this paper, it means that we can have more diverse ways of describing data source contents besides only being allowed to say they are either universally or existentially quantified. For presentation simplicity, we abbreviate A(x ; x, -xi) -Q B(x ; y 1 -yj) as A(x ) Q, B( x ) in the sequel wherever there is no notional confusion. <Theorem 1: Equivalency, implication>: The following properties hold for the language Q.
if T is not the generalized quantifier "None" <Theorem 2: Prenex Normal Form>: The following properties hold for the language Q.
The second group of theorems 5 is related to Definition 2 as to reduce the notion of satisfaction in logic to arithmetic testing of a cardinal relation defined by the quantification functions in question. For example, to check if a wff bound by a universal quantifier is true, we check if the size of the model is equal to the size of the universe. As another example, to check if a wff bound by a generalized quantifier Qmost is true, we check if the size of the model satisfies the specified cardinal relation (e.g., y > 2/3 a). By taking advantage of this concept, we can actually further transform the source assertions, originally in necessary condition (e.g., R 7 -R 2 ,,), into a standardized representation in the form of sufficient condition. The transformation is significant primarily because most subsumption-based reasoning services (Borgida and Brachman, 1993 , Bergamaschi, Lodi, and Sartori, 1994 , Buchheit, Jeusfeld, Nutt, and Staudt, 1994 ) that rely on the deduction rule modusponens (McGuinness and Borgida, 1995) ; that is, {rl= t, r} -> t, would require the data source predicate RP's to be positioned at the right-hand side of , and become the results to be deduced. To discuss the properties of transformation, we need some more understanding of the cardinality behaviors associated with various quantifiers. <Definition 3>: The cardinal relation specified by a quantification functionf, is an arithmetic relation of the form y 0 Exp(y, ca), where 0 is an arithmetic operator out of {=, >, <, 2, <}, and Exp(y, a) is an arithmetic expression consisting of only two parameters y and a. The above theorem does not apply to model-dependent quantifiers because their cardinal relations involve sizes of the universes, which are reversed after transformation. Now suppose we superscript each Exp(y, ac) to become ExpU(y, a) to designate precisely the universe of discourse in question for every particular occurrence of the --Q operator in the source assertions, then the following theorem holds. <Theorem 4>: Let se: A(x ) -+Q B(x ) be a wff assertion in our language , where A is a data source predicate R. Let Q, be a model-dependent quantifier, being only universal, existential, and fraction quantifier, then we can always write 6] into 62: B(x ) -Q ExpU(y, a) A( x ) such that Portion quantifier is the only one left out of the above theorems mainly because it requires a further mapping of a qualitative term into a quantitative cardinal relation. In other words, whereas 'Most' can mean 'more than 2/3', it can also be interpreted as 'more than 1/2' or 'more than 3/4', each of which will generate a different cardinal relation. However, once the cardinal relation for a particular portion quantifier is given, then Theorem 2 can be applied. We therefore have the following result. <Theorem 5>: Let el: A(x ) -Q ExpU(y, a) B(x ) be a wff assertion in our language Q2, where A is a data source predicate R. Let Q, be a portion quantifier and ExpU(y, a) is given, then we can always write sl into 62: B(x ) -Q-ExpU(y, a) A(x ) such that e --2.
Consider now a more complex case such that the premise predicate A(x; x, -x) is a conjunctive formula with more than one predicates, one of which is a data source predicate (e.g., R 12 ), then the following theorem is derived.
<Theorem 6>: Let 6,: (R(x ; x x) A C(x ; z z-Zk)) -Q B(x; y, -yj) be a wff assertion in our language Q, where C is a conjunctive formula, and R is a data source predicate. Let Q, be a quantifier, either universal, existential, portion or fraction quantifier, we can always write el into 62: 6l: (C(X ; Z 1 Zk) A B( x; Yl yj)) Q R( x; xl x i ) such that l -----E2.
The third group of theorems 6 is to establish the inferential relations of formulas involving generalized quantifiers and role individual subsumption (i.e., t) we discussed in Section 2.1. We only list a partial set of theorems in this group. The value of this group of theorems can be seen from the following inferences stated in English The following assertions illustrate the applications of theorems covered in this sub-section to produce assertions of a standardized structure in the form of sufficient condition, which were formulated originally in necessary conditions. R7: City (x) A Located(x, Taiwan) A Legal(x, Major)) -Qv R 7 (x) where Exp R71(y, a) R,:
City ( 6 Proofs of this group of theorems are based on the monotonic properties of generalized quantifiers (Barwise and Cooper, 1981 
Summary and application
We have presented a formal representation system for asserting a variety of source contents that prevail on the Internet. Our proposal is motivated by the weakness of description logic in representing sufficient condition for capturing completeness knowledge, and its failure to describe the properties of a concept itself at the set level. We advance a language that exploits the features of generalized quantifiers, and show that this language is expressive in asserting source contents, that otherwise are unable to be stated in other approaches. Our efforts, compared with other related work (Levy, Mendelzon, and Sagiv, 1995, Arens, Chee, Hsu, and Knoblock, 1993) , outperforms in allowing data source contents to be characterized in a finer fashion. As a consequence, whereas other systems are eloquent in representing integrity knowledge and therefore provide an effective way to rule out irrelevant sources, our systems are further capable of differentiating those relevant data sources via size differences. In other words, while other competing systems only characterize data sources at the level of relevance, we are able to take a step further to characterize the coverage degree of each relevant source, and represent it using generalized quantifiers and quantification functions. Our source selection strategy heavily depends on the system's knowledge of the scope and size information of source contents. While such information is sometimes available in web-page format or other electronic forms and public to users' access, those information tends to be given in a very brief fashion; namely, their scope and size are described roughly. We believe that with the current growth in the number of data sources, not before long the pressure from the user community will force source owners to specify data source contents in terms of their scope and size information at a meaningful level of detail. This assumption is especially justified within a single organization with a recognized organizational need to establish a high degree of interoperability among sources, for example, through a data warehouse. Our technology will be able to work with such source specifications and translate them into our proposed language with minimal manual interventions to provide automatic source selection services.
Source ordering and complexity factors
We are currently using this representation formalism, in particular the size information, to develop a reasoner for determining the order of relevant data sources. The order should allow relevant data sources with more possibility answering a request to be given more precedence for selection. In fact, the order among relevant sources can be understood as a generalized view of subsumption where not only the scope information encoded by DL formulas but also the size information embodied by generalized quantifiers is considered as well. In particular, the various generalized quantifiers associated with the satisfied source assertions with respect to a given query should enable us to establish a further prioritization of the relevant sources, thus resulting in a finer-grained concept hierarchy. Indeed, considerations of both scope and size information in a logic-based language involve studying their interactions and demand a new subsumption algorithm consisting of cardinal-number comparisons. Such algorithm should be able to deal with different cases when the sizes of models regarding DL formulas are extensionally given (e.g., model-independent quantifiers) or intensionally related (e.g., model-dependent quantifiers). Theorems covered in Section 3.3 are meant to facilitate that reasoning purpose. More rigorous treatment and detailed algorithm designs as to those issues are currently under our investigation.
The computational behaviors of our proposed language is another important element of our future work. There are two perspectives involved in that effort. One perspective concerns the tractability of determining subsumption of DL formulas incurred in our language. A significant amount of past work in DL has been devoted to this area, and basically come to the conclusion that complexity of DL-based concept languages is essentially determined by the types of constructors that are allowed to appear. Inclusion of certain constructors; for example, role composition, will cause subsumption checking to fall beyond the tractability boundary, and lead to intractable computational cost , or even undecidability (Schmidt, 1989) . Therefore, the main objective of those previous work has been to establish languages that are maximally expressive within the polynomial-time complexity class (Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994, Donini, Nutt, Lenzerini, and Nardi, 1991) . In that regard, we are interested in being able to show that adding generalized quantifiers conforming to certain properties will still maintain subsumption checking with cardinality comparison in those languages within the tractable complexity class.
The other perspective is related to the computational analysis of cardinality comparison for both extensional and intensional cases. Since the semantics of our source assertions are interpreted as cardinal relations, the source ordering process among relevant sources can be characterized as a constraint solving system where two (or all) data sources are orderable iff the system is arithmetically solvable. In that regard, work on conjunctive query implication (Ullman, 1989) , dealing with checking satisfiability of a set of arithmetic equations, offers a sound basis to approach that problem. We are interested in adapting known results in that research area in the context of the first perspective to establish a source description language that is both practically expressive and theoretically tractable.
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